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Resource diversity mitigates the
effects of intraspecific
competition in co-occurring
cryptic nematode species
Rodgee Mae Guden1*, Sofie Derycke1,2 and Tom Moens1

1Marine Biology Unit, Department of Biology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium, 2Flanders Research
Institute for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (ILVO), Aquatic Environment and Quality,
Oostende, Belgium
Intraspecific competition and resource diversity are considered major drivers of

niche differentiation, which are expected to promote population niche expansion by

driving individuals to feed on alternative resources and/or by enhancing individual

diet specialization. Nevertheless, experimental studies on the interaction effects of

both factors on animal behavior and population dynamics remain scant. Here, we

investigate how resource diversity alters the impact of intraspecific competition on

resource preference and fitness of three co-occurring cryptic species of the marine

nematode complex Litoditismarina (Pm I, Pm III and Pm IV). For each cryptic species,

two competition regimes (‘low nematode density’ and ‘high nematode density’) were

established in microcosms with varying resource diversity (E. coli, low-, medium-

and high-diversity food). Our results show differences in resource preference and

population fitness depending on intraspecific competition and resource diversity,

but the response also varied considerably between cryptic species. Pm III did not

exhibit resource preference under low intraspecific competition, but preferred the

two most diverse food sources under high intraspecific competition. Pm IV also

showed preference for medium-diversity food under high competition, whereas no

resource preference was observed in Pm I regardless of competition regimes and

resource diversity. Nevertheless, all cryptic species exhibited enhanced adult

population growth on a more diverse food source under stronger intraspecific

competition. These results indicate that resource diversity can alleviate intraspecific

competition and affect niche diversification, which may impact diversity

maintenance in ecological communities.
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1 Introduction

Intraspecific competition and ecological opportunity are

considered major drivers of population and individual niche

differentiation (Van Valen, 1965; Araújo et al., 2011), which can

have significant ramifications on ecological diversification within

populations (Schluter, 2000), on ecosystem functioning (Vrede

et al., 2011), and on diversity maintenance in biological

communities (Violle et al., 2012; Hart et al., 2016; Hausch et al.,

2018). Intraspecific competition is expected to drive niche

expansion because resource scarcity due to strong competition

will force individuals to feed on previously unutilized and/or

suboptimal resources (MacArthur and Levins, 1964; Pulliam,

1974; Stephens and Krebs, 1986); such prediction is supported by

a wide variety of empirical studies (Araújo et al., 2011). A growing

number of studies also revealed that ecological opportunity, such as

resource diversity, can lead to niche expansion through enhanced

individual specialization (Evangelista et al., 2014; Costa-Pereira

et al., 2017; Bolnick and Ballare, 2020). Despite compelling

evidence that intraspecific competition and resource diversity

promote niche expansion, experimental studies on how the

interaction of both factors alters trophic niches and population

dynamics remain scant.

The trophic niche width of a population, which is determined

by individual diet width (‘within-individual component’) and

among-individual diet width (‘between-individual component’)

(Roughgarden, 1972), expands when individuals add new

resources to their diet and thus become more generalists (i.e.,

increase in individual diet width), or when individuals reduce diet

overlap by feeding on different resources and thus remain relatively

specialized (i.e., increase in among-individual diet width) (Araújo

et al., 2011). Population niche expansion can result in niche

diversification if population niche width increases mainly through

among-individual diet variation (Bolnick et al., 2003; Svanbäck and

Bolnick, 2005; Bolnick et al., 2007). This ‘among-individual diet

variation’ – in which individuals use different subsets of the

population’s dietary resources – is generally explained by Optimal

Foraging Theory (OFT) (Stephens and Krebs, 1986). This theory

suggests that individuals act to maximize their rate of energy intake

by feeding on the most valuable resources and ignoring lower-value

resources when search and handling time could be more profitably

spent foraging for more valuable ones. When preferred resources

are limited, individuals will expand their niche to add new resource

types to their diet. Empirical studies show that intraspecific

competition and resource diversity can expand population niche

width by promoting among-individual diet variation (Araújo et al.,

2011), favouring diet shift via phenotypic plasticity or behavioral

changes (Svanbäck and Bolnick, 2007; Svanbäck et al., 2009; Meyer

et al., 2016; Adey and Larson, 2021).

But why would individuals within the same population

consume different resources? Araújo et al. (2011) suggested three

scenarios that can lead to among-individual diet variation:

individuals may have different optimal diets because: 1) they do

not have the same resource rank preferences, reflecting among-

individual variation in searching, recognizing, and handling

alternative resources; 2) they utilize different optimization criteria
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and/or differ in fitness and physiological requirements; and 3) they

have different competitive abilities and/or feeding strategies that

influence how they obtain their preferred food. Thus, the effects of

intraspecific competition and resource diversity on trophic niches

will largely depend on how these factors influence the foraging

behavior and fitness of organisms (Bolnick et al., 2003; Araújo

et al., 2011).

While it is widely accepted that intraspecific competition can

have adverse effects on life-history characteristics of organisms

(Fowler, 1987; Brook and Bradshaw, 2006; Lamb et al., 2017;

Evangelista et al., 2020), the question whether resource diversity

has positive or negative effects remains a matter for debate (Duffy,

2002). Some theories predict that diverse food sources will lower the

fitness of consumers since these will have higher probability of

containing food items that are resistant to consumption (‘variance-

in-edibility hypothesis’) (Leibold, 1989; Hillebrand and Shurin,

2005), or will have reduced abundances of preferred food

available for the consumers, which may decrease their foraging

efficiency (‘dilution or resource concentration hypothesis’) (Andow,

1991; Joshi et al., 2004). On the other hand, a diverse food source

may be beneficial for consumers as it can provide a more complete

range of nutritional resources (‘balanced-diet hypothesis’) (DeMott,

1998). The increase in resource diversity may also be particularly

important in the light of increasing anthropogenic disturbances

(e.g., climate change and pollution) as it can potentially increase the

chances of survival of consumers when certain resources disappear

or become depleted (Birnie-Gauvin et al., 2017). Therefore,

although resource diversity can mitigate the negative effects of

intraspecific competition through enhanced individual diet

specialization (see above), the outcome may depend on how

animals respond to resource diversity.

In the present study, we used the cryptic nematode species

complex Litoditis marina (Sudhaus, 2011) to investigate the

interaction effects of intraspecific competition (conspecific

density) and resource (bacteria) diversity on foraging behavior

and population fitness of organisms. Litoditis marina is a

bacterial-feeding cryptic nematode species complex associated

with living and decomposing macroalgae in intertidal zones, and

consists of species that often co-occur at local scales (Derycke et al.,

2006, Derycke et al., 2008). These co-occurring species have partly

different ecological and functional traits (De Meester et al., 2011, De

Meester et al., 2012; De Meester et al., 2015a, b, De Meester et al.,

2016), exhibit subtle differences in microhabitat preferences (Guden

et al., 2018), and respond differently to gradients of resource

diversity (Guden et al., 2021), indicating niche differentiation

between cryptic species. In addition, intraspecific competition is

prominent in L. marina (DeMeester et al., 2015a), with pronounced

intraspecific microbiome variability that – among other things –

may indicate individual dietary specialization (Derycke et al., 2016;

Vafeiadou et al., 2022). Nevertheless, whether food diversity can

alter the outcome of intraspecific competition in these co-occurring

cryptic species remains to be tested.

Here, we investigated food preference (based on taxis-to-food

assays) and fitness (minimum juvenile development time, total

fecundity and adult population growth) of three cryptic species

(Pm I, Pm III and Pm IV) of L. marina under different intraspecific-
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competition regimes (low and high nematode density) and with

different food-diversity treatments (E. coli, low-, medium-, and

high-diversity food). We hypothesized that: 1) all cryptic species

would perform less well under high intraspecific competition than

under low competition regardless of food diversity; 2) the

preference and fitness of all cryptic species would not differ

between food-diversity treatments under low intraspecific

competition because there is less competition for resources; 3) all

cryptic species would exhibit preference for a more diverse resource

under high intraspecific competition, minimizing competition

through population trophic niche expansion; and 4) all cryptic

species would exhibit higher relative fitness on a more diverse

resource under high intraspecific competition as predicted by the

balanced-diet hypothesis. Investigating how food diversity

influences intraspecific competition in cryptic species may deepen

our understanding on the mechanisms that affect population and

community dynamics, and how diversity is maintained in

ecological communities.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Nematode stock cultures

Nematodes of Litoditis marina used for the experiments were

harvested from stock cultures in exponential growth phase.

Monospecific cultures of three cryptic species (Pm I, Pm III, and

Pm IV) were raised from single gravid females obtained from the

field. Pm I and Pm III originated from the Paulina salt marsh,

Schelde Estuary, The Netherlands (51° 21’ N, 3° 49’ E), whereas Pm

IV was originally isolated from Lake Grevelingen, a brackish-water

lake in The Netherlands (51° 44’ N, 3° 57’ E). The nematode

cultures were maintained on sloppy (1%) nutrient: bacto agar

media (ratio of 1:4) (Moens and Vincx, 1998) with unidentified

bacteria from their natural habitat under standardized conditions

(temperature: 20°C; salinity: 25) for many generations before the

start of the experiments.
2.2 Food sources for nematodes

The bacterial food sources for nematodes used in the present

experiments were selected and prepared as described in Guden et al.

(2021). Briefly, we prepared monospecific liquid cultures in sterile

marine broth (Difco) of twenty-five marine bacterial strains

(Supplementary Material, Supplementary Table 1). These bacteria

were among the most abundant bacterial taxa found in the

microbiome sensu lato of specimens of at least one cryptic species

of L. marina in the field (Derycke et al., 2016). Bacteria were

harvested from the liquid cultures by centrifugation (2,000 rpm; 20-

min) after 96 h of shake-incubation (180 rpm) at 37°C. The growth

medium (supernatant) was removed, whereafter the bacteria

(pellet) were washed twice in sterile Artificial Seawater (ASW;

salinity of 25) (Dietrich and Kalle, 1957). Finally, the suspensions

of each bacterial strain were resuspended in ASW, and cell density

was measured using a Bio UV visible spectrophotometer at OD600
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(optical density at 600 nm). The cell density for each bacterial strain

was diluted to ca. 3 × 109 cells ml-1, which is known to support good

fitness and active population growth of L. marina (dos Santos et al.,

2008; De Meester et al., 2011; Guden et al., 2021).

Three food-diversity treatments were prepared by mixing

culture aliquots of 5, 10 and 15 bacterial strains for ‘low

diversity’, ‘medium diversity’, and ‘high diversity’ food treatments,

respectively (Figure 1B). Each bacterial mixture was prepared in

such a way that approximately equal cell numbers of all bacterial

strains were present, and added up to a final density of ca. 3 × 109

cells ml-1. Since we were interested in the effect of food diversity, we

focused on the number of bacterial strains regardless of their

identity. For this, bacteria were assigned to replicates of each

food-diversity treatment by a separate random draw of the

appropriate number of strains from our pool of twenty-five

bacterial strains. We used frozen-and-thawed Escherichia coli

(strain K12, density of ca. 3 × 109 cells ml-1) as a control food

treatment, which has been used as a suitable food source in various

experiments with L. marina (Moens and Vincx, 1998; dos Santos

et al., 2008; De Meester et al., 2011).
2.3 Experimental design

A summary of the experimental design can be found in Figure 1.

2.3.1 Taxis-to-food experiments
The effects of intraspecific competition and food diversity on taxis

to food of the different cryptic species of L. marina were investigated

according to the protocol described in detail by Guden et al. (2021). In

short, Petri dishes of 9 cm internal diameter were bottom-covered with

18 ml of 1% bacto-agar medium (salinity of 25; pH of 7.5–8). Two

excavations with a diameter of 1.5 cm were created on opposite sides of

the plate at equal distance from the center (Figure 1C). One excavation

(food spot) was filled with 150 µl of bacterial suspensions (E. coli, ‘low

diversity’, ‘medium diversity’, or ‘high diversity’), whereas the opposite

excavation (control spot) did not contain any food and was only filled

with 150 µl of sterile ASW. The food treatment with frozen-and-

thawed Escherichia coli (strain K12) in the food spot was used as a

positive control, and a treatment without any bacterial spots but with

two spots of ASW was added as a negative control.

The low and high-intraspecific competition regimes for the taxis-

to-food assays consisted of 10 and 50 adult nematodes of each cryptic

species, respectively, which were manually picked and transferred to

the center of the plate. The ‘low nematode density’ served as the setup

with low intraspecific competition between nematodes of a single

species, whereas the ‘high nematode density’ was the setup with high

intraspecific competition. These intraspecific competition regimes were

based on a previous experiment, which revealed differences in offspring

performance across multiple generations of L. marina between these

two nematode densities (Guden et al., in prep.). All the taxis plates were

incubated in the dark at room temperature. After 5 h, the total numbers

of nematodes per section on the plate were counted and multiplied by

the corresponding section score based on the scoring scheme of

Monteiro et al. (2018). The sum of these values was divided by the

total number of inoculated nematodes to obtain one score for each
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plate. The attraction scores ranged from -5.0 (complete repulsion: all

nematodes are in the control spot (= ASW)) to +5.0 (complete

attraction: all nematodes are in the bacterial spot). The higher the

score, the more the nematodes were attracted to the food spot.

2.3.2 Population fitness experiments
Petri dishes (9 cm i.d.) filled with 15 ml of 1% bacto-agar

medium prepared with ASW (salinity of 25; pH of 7.5–8) were used

as experimental microcosms (Figure 1D). Two different

competition regimes (‘low nematode density’ and ‘high nematode

density’) were established, with presumed varying strength of

nematode intraspecific competition based on De Meester et al.
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(2015a). In the ‘low nematode density’, 5 adult males and 5 young

reproductive females of a single cryptic species were transferred to

the microcosms, and 200-µl aliquots of bacterial suspensions of

each food treatment (density of ca. 3 × 109 cells ml-1) were spread

over the agar surface. Nematodes were hand-picked from the stock

cultures, washed in an embryo dish containing ASW with a salinity

of 25, and transferred randomly on the agar plates. The setup with

‘high nematode density’ consisted of 40 nematodes (20 males and

20 females) of each cryptic species, which was also added with 200-

µl suspensions of the food-diversity treatments. Each food-diversity

treatment (E. coli, ‘low diversity’, ‘medium diversity’, and ‘high

diversity’) was replicated four times for each cryptic species (Pm I,
B

C

D

A

FIGURE 1

Summary of the experimental design for testing the effects of intraspecific competition and food diversity on L. marina. The (A) three cryptic species
of L. marina and the (B) four food (bacteria)-diversity treatments used in the experiments are shown, including the setups for the (C) taxis-to-food
and (D) fitness experiments.
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Pm III, and Pm IV) and competition regime (‘low nematode

density’ and ‘high nematode density’).

Minimum juvenile development time, total fecundity, and adult

population growth (total number of adults over time), which all

contribute to population fitness (Moens and Vincx, 2000a), were

quantified daily for a period of 7 days, corresponding to at least one

and at most two generations in all species and food-diversity

treatments (De Meester et al., 2015b). Minimum juvenile

development time was defined as the time from the occurrence of

the first juveniles until the appearance of the first F1-adult(s), which

was used instead of minimum development time to take into account

the differences in reproductive strategies between cryptic species (De

Meester et al., 2012). In addition, the sum of the numbers of eggs and

juveniles produced from the start of the incubation to the maturation

of the first F1-offspring to adults was divided by the number of

inoculated adult females (5 for ‘low nematode density’, 20 for ‘high

nematode density’) to obtain an estimate of total fecundity per female

(Moens and Vincx, 2000a). Note here that this is a conservative

indication of total fecundity given that females might have already

deposited eggs or juveniles prior to the start of the experimental

incubation, and a (very) limited egg production may still occur after

the first F1-offspring reach adulthood.
2.4 Data analyses

The effects of intraspecific competition and food diversity on taxis

to food, minimum juvenile development time, total fecundity and

population growth of L. marina were analyzed separately for each

cryptic species. Parametric tests (ANOVA) were used after checking

that the assumptions for normality (Shapiro-Wilk test) and/or

homogeneity of variances (Levene’s test) were fulfilled; the data were

transformed where necessary to fit the requirements for parametric

tests. Pairwise post-hoc tests for significant terms (at a = 0.05) were

conducted using the Tukey Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test.

Generalized Estimating Equation Models (GEEGLM) were conducted

to test the effects of intraspecific competition and food diversity on

adult population growth over time. All statistical analyses were

conducted using R (R Core Team, 2023).

2.4.1 Taxis-to-Food Experiments
The effects of intraspecific competition and food diversity on

taxis to food of each cryptic species were tested by comparing the

attraction scores of the nematodes using a two-way ANOVA test

with two fixed factors: competition regime (‘low nematode density’

and ‘high nematode density’) and food diversity (5 levels: ‘control

(no food)’, ‘E. coli’, ‘low diversity’, ‘medium diversity’ and ‘high

diversity’). Part of the taxis-to-food data (i.e., ‘high nematode

density’) were published in Guden et al. (2021).

2.4.2 Population fitness experiments
2.4.2.1 Minimum juvenile development time

A two-way ANOVA test was conducted on the minimum

juvenile development time as the dependent variable and with

two fixed factors: competition regime (‘low nematode density’
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and ‘high nematode density’) and food diversity (4 levels: ‘E. coli’,

‘low diversity’, ‘medium diversity’ and ‘high diversity’) for each

cryptic species.

2.4.2.2 Total fecundity

A two-way ANOVA test was conducted on the data of total

fecundity of each cryptic species, which was log(x + 1)-transformed

for Pm III to conform to the assumptions of parametric tests.

Competition regime (‘low nematode density’ and ‘high nematode

density’) and food diversity (4 levels: E. coli, ‘low diversity’, ‘medium

diversity’ and ‘high diversity’) were used as fixed factors.

2.4.2.3 Adult population growth

The effect of intraspecific competition and food diversity on the

abundances of nematodes over time was analyzed separately for

each cryptic species using Generalized Estimating Equation

Models (GEEGLM) (Zuur et al., 2009) with the R package

geepack v.1.3.2 (Yan, 2002; Yan and Fine, 2004; Halekoh et al.,

2006), considering the dependence of counts at different time

points. Two models were built separately on nematode counts

for each cryptic species as dependent variables. In each model, the

number of adult nematodes was entered as the dependent variable,

competition regime (‘low nematode density’ and ‘high nematode

density’) and food diversity (4 levels: E. coli, ‘low diversity’,

‘medium diversity’ and ‘high diversity’) as fixed factors, and time

as a co-variable. A log-transformation [log(x + 1)] was performed

on the count data of adult nematodes for Pm I and Pm IV to

normalize the data; a quadratic model was used for Pm I and Pm

III, whereas a linear model was used for Pm IV. Replicate sample

IDs were also added to the model in the ‘id’ argument to

incorporate time-repeated measurements of the same population.

Autoregressive correlation structure (ar1) was specified in the

model to account for co-variance of the counts from different

time points. The models were validated by checking the residuals

against the fitted values to be randomly scattered, and by

per fo rming a Shap i ro-Wi lk t e s t on re s idua l s . The

Quasilikelihood under the Independence model Criterion (QIC)

was used to select the most appropriate model for each cryptic

species; the model with the smallest QIC measure was finally

preferred. Significance of the results is given by the Wald Chi-

Square test statistic for the explanatory variables at a = 0.05. A

post-hoc Tukey HSD test was performed for pairwise comparisons

of the significant terms using the R package emmeans

(Lenth, 2021).
3 Results

3.1 Effects of intraspecific competition and
food diversity on taxis to food

Significant interaction effects of intraspecific competition and

food diversity were found in taxis to food of Pm III and Pm IV,

whereas neither the individual factors nor its interaction had

significant effects on Pm I (Table 1; Figure 2). Generally, we
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found higher taxis of L. marina toward all bacterial spots (E. coli,

low-, medium- and high-diversity food) compared to the negative

control (no food) in both competition regimes. In both Pm III and

Pm IV, taxis to food did not significantly differ between food-

diversity treatments under low intraspecific competition (all p <

0.05), but we found significantly different taxis depending on food

diversity under high intraspecific competition. In the high-

intraspecific competition regime, Pm III exhibited significantly

higher taxis to medium and high-diversity food compared to E.

coli (E vs.M: p = 6.2e-06; E vs. H: p = 0.007) and low-diversity food

(L vs.M: p = 6.3e-07; L vs.H: p = 0.0006). On the other hand, Pm IV

showed significantly higher taxis to medium-diversity food

compared to E. coli, (p = 1.3e-05), low-diversity food (p = 1.5e-
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
05) and high-diversity food (p = 1.4e-07), whereas taxis to food did

not significantly differ between the other food-diversity treatments

(all p > 0.05).
3.2 Effects of food diversity and
intraspecific competition on life-
history traits

3.2.1 Minimum juvenile development time
Intraspecific competition, food diversity and the interaction

between the two factors had significant effects on the minimum

juvenile development time of Pm III and Pm IV, whereas only the
TABLE 1 Summary of the results of two-way ANOVA tests on the effects of intraspecific competition (low and high nematode density) and food
diversity (E. coli, low-, medium-, and high-diversity food) on taxis to food, minimum juvenile development time and total fecundity for each cryptic
species (Pm I, Pm III and Pm IV) of L. marina.

Pm I Pm III Pm IV

Effect F p F p F p

(A) Taxis to Food

Competition 3.0 0.1 0.05 0.8 15.7 0.0005

Food diversity 1.9 0.1 42.7 2.7e-11 22.8 3.4e-08

Competition
× food diversity

0.2 0.9 11.7 1.2e-05 8.8 0.0001

(B) Minimum Juvenile Development Time

Competition 40.1 1.5e-06 60.5 5.2e-08 4.5 0.04

Food diversity 7.4 0.001 6.0 0.003 6.3 0.002

Competition
× food diversity

0.3 0.8 8.5 0.0005 4.8 0.009

(C) Total Fecundity

Competition 0.3 0.0002 824.3 <2.2e-16 94.7 8.4e-10

Food diversity 0.02 0.8 11.5 7.1e-05 16.8 4.2e-06

Competition
× food diversity

0.2 0.03 2.4 0.09 12.5 4.0e-05

Effect c2 p c2 p c2 p

(D) Adult Population Growth

Time 591.0 <2.0e-16 155.0 <2.0e-16 560.0 <2.0e-16

Competition 1198.0 <2.0e-16 11.0 0.001 506.0 <2.0e-16

Food diversity 24.0 2.0e-05 5.0 0.2 10.0 0.02

Time
× competition

25.0 5.6e-07 1.0 0.3 39.0 3.8e-10

Time
× food diversity

9.0 0.03 6.0 0.1 12.0 0.006

Competition
× food diversity

2.0 0.5 358.0 <2.0e-16 47.0 3.0e-10

Time
× competition
× food diversity

20.0 0.0001 562.0 <2.0e-16 78.0 <2.0e-16
Significant differences (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold.
The results of the Wald statistic of the GEEGLM testing the effects of intraspecific competition and food diversity on the total numbers of adults over time are also shown.
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effects of individual factors were significant in Pm I (Table 1;

Figure 3). Irrespective of food diversity, Pm I exhibited shorter

minimum juvenile development time under high intraspecific

competition than under low competition. In addition, Pm I showed

significantly faster juvenile maturation time in high-diversity food

compared to E. coli (p = 0.004) and low-diversity food (p = 0.004)

irrespective of competition regimes, while no significant differences

were observed between high andmedium-diversity food (p = 0.6). For

both Pm III and Pm IV, minimum juvenile development time did not

significantly differ between food-diversity treatments under low

intraspecific competition (all p > 0.05). In contrast, under high

intraspecific competition, both Pm III and Pm IV exhibited faster
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
juvenile maturation time in medium- and high-diversity food among

all food-diversity treatments (all p < 0.05).

3.2.2 Total fecundity
We found significant interaction effects of intraspecific competition

and food diversity on the total fecundity of Pm I and Pm IV but not of

Pm III; both individual factors had significant effects on Pm III as well

as on Pm IV, whereas only intraspecific competition had a significant

effect on Pm I (Table 1; Figure 4). In both competition regimes, no

significant differences were found between food-diversity treatments in

Pm I (all p < 0.05); the significant interaction effect of intraspecific

competition and food diversity only revealed significantly lower
FIGURE 3

Minimum juvenile development time of L. marina in different intraspecific competition regimes and food-diversity treatments. The rates of minimum
juvenile development time (mean ± SE) for the three cryptic species of L. marina [(A) Pm I, (B) Pm III and (C) Pm IV] in different competition regimes
(low nematode density and high nematode density) and food-diversity treatments (E. coli, low-diversity food, medium-diversity food, and high-
diversity food) are shown (n = 4).
FIGURE 2

Taxis to food of L. marina in different intraspecific competition regimes and food-diversity treatments. Taxis-to-food scores (mean ± SE) for the
three cryptic species of L. marina [(A) Pm I, (B) Pm III and (C) Pm IV] in different competition regimes (low nematode density and high nematode
density) and food-diversity treatments (E. coli, low-diversity food, medium-diversity food, and high-diversity food) are shown (n = 4).
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fecundity under high intraspecific competition compared to low

competition in the low-diversity food treatment (p = 0.02) and E.

coli (p = 0.02). In Pm III, we observed significantly lower fecundity

under high intraspecific competition than under low competition

irrespective of food diversity. Moreover, Pm III exhibited significantly

higher fecundity in high- and low-diversity food compared to E. coli (E

vs.H: p = 0.0002; E vs. L: p = 0.001) and medium-diversity food (M vs.

H: p = 0.005; M vs. L: p = 0.03) regardless of competition regimes. On

the other hand, Pm IV exhibited significantly higher fecundity both in

medium and low-diversity food compared to E. coli (E vs. M: p =

0.0006; E vs. L: p = 7.0e-07) and high-diversity food (H vs.M: p = 0.007;
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
H vs. L: p = 6.6e-06) but only under low intraspecific competition; no

significant differences between food-diversity treatments were observed

under high intraspecific competition (all p > 0.05).
3.3 Effects of intraspecific competition and
food diversity on adult population growth

The adult population abundances of each cryptic species of

L. marina were significantly influenced by the interaction of time,

intraspecific competition and food diversity (Table 1; Figure 5). In
B

A

FIGURE 5

Adult population growth of L. marina in different intraspecific competition regimes and food-diversity treatments. The total number of adult nematodes over
time (mean ± SE) for the three cryptic species of L. marina (Pm I, Pm III and Pm IV) in different competition regimes [(A) low nematode density and (B) high
nematode density] and food-diversity treatments (E. coli, low-diversity food, medium-diversity food, and high-diversity food) are shown (n = 4).
FIGURE 4

Total fecundity of L. marina in different intraspecific competition regimes and food-diversity treatments. The total number of offspring (eggs +
juveniles) per female produced over the interval from the start of the incubation to the maturation of the first F1-offspring to adults (mean ± SE) for
the three cryptic species of L. marina [(A) Pm I, (B) Pm III and (C) Pm IV] in different competition regimes (low nematode density and high nematode
density) and food-diversity treatments (E. coli, low-diversity food, medium-diversity food, and high-diversity food) are shown (n = 4).
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the low-intraspecific competition regime, Pm I yielded

significantly higher adult population growth in high-diversity

food compared to E. coli (p = 0.04), but they performed equally

well in low-, medium- and high-diversity food (all p > 0.05).

In contrast, in the high-intraspecific competition regime, Pm I

had the highest adult population growth in high-diversity food

among all food-diversity treatments (H vs. E: p = 0.0001; H vs.

L: p = 0.0001; H vs.M: p = 0.0001), and the lowest adult population

growth in E. coli (E vs. L: p = 0.01; E vs. M: p = 0.01; E vs. H:

p = 0.0001). In Pm III, adult population growth was highest in E.

coli and lowest in medium-diversity food among all food-diversity

treatments under low intraspecific competition (all p < 0.05),

while the highest adult population growth was achieved in the two

most diverse food sources under high intraspecific competition

(all p < 0.05). In Pm IV, adult population growth was highest in

low-diversity food under low intraspecific competition, whereas

this species performed best in high-diversity food under high

intraspecific competition (all p < 0.05).
4 Discussion

Intraspecific competition is considered a major driver of trophic

niche differentiation (Araújo et al., 2011), but its impact on population

dynamics may depend on its interaction with resource diversity (Costa-
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
Pereira et al., 2017). Here, we demonstrate that food diversity can

mitigate the effects of intraspecific competition on foraging behavior

and fitness of the cryptic species of the nematode morphospecies

complex L. marina, but this response can also differ considerably

between these morphologically similar nematode species. A summary

of the results for each cryptic species can be found in Table 2.
4.1 Intraspecific competition and food
diversity can alter the foraging behavior of
L. marina

Theoretical and empirical studies support the notion that

intraspecific competition promotes population niche expansion

since the increase in resource competition will drive individuals to

feed on alternative resources (Van Valen, 1965; Svanbäck and

Bolnick, 2007; Tinker et al., 2008; Svanbäck et al., 2011). Food

diversity (often termed ‘ecological diversity’) can also expand the

trophic niche of a population because higher food diversity creates

greater foraging possibilities, enhancing individual diet specialization

(Evangelista et al., 2014; Newsome et al., 2015; Costa-Pereira et al.,

2017; Bolnick and Ballare, 2020). Animals have been reported to

behaviorally alter their diet in response to both intraspecific

competition (Svanbäck and Bolnick, 2007; Tinker et al., 2008;

Lamb et al., 2017) and food diversity (Parent et al., 2014).
TABLE 2 Summary of the results showing the effects of intraspecific competition and food diversity on the foraging behavior (taxis to food) and
fitness (minimum juvenile development time, total fecundity and adult population growth) of each cryptic species (Pm I, Pm III and Pm IV) of
L. marina.

Effect Pm I Pm III Pm IV

(A) Taxis to Food

Competition
× food diversity

Competition
Food diversity

-

-
-

+
LC: E, L, M, H
HC: M, H > E >

+
LC: L, M, H > E
HC: M > E, L, H

(B) Minimum Juvenile Development Time

Competition
× food diversity

– +
LC: E, L, M, H
HC: E, L > M, H

+
LC: E, L, M, H
HC: E, L > M, H

Competition +
LC > HC
regardless of
food diversity

Food diversity +
E > L > M, H
regardless
of competition

(C) Total Fecundity

Competition
× food diversity

+
no significant
pairwise differences

– +
LC: L, M > E, H
HC: E, L, M, H

Competition +
LC > HC

+
LC > HC

(Continued)
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Consistent with these findings, we found that L. marina is capable of

adopting their behavioral response towards food spots depending on

intraspecific competition and food diversity (Figure 2). When subject to

high intraspecific competition, Pm III preferred medium- and high-

diversity food over low-diversity food, but they did not exhibit such

preferences under low intraspecific competition. This demonstrates that

high intraspecific competition drives stronger selection for amore diverse

food source in Pm III; such diet plasticity could be an important foraging

strategy to minimize the effects of intraspecific competition via

population niche expansion (Svanbäck and Bolnick, 2007; Toscano

et al., 2016). A population’s trophic niche can expand either through

an increase in individual diet width when each individual adds new types

of food to its diet, or through an increase in among-individual diet width

wherein each individual feeds on a subset of the resource that is different

from other subsets eaten by other individuals (Araújo et al., 2011). A

large body of evidence supports a positive relationship between

population niche expansion and among-individual diet variation

(Svanbäck and Bolnick, 2007; Araújo et al., 2009), which promotes

individual diet specialization (Araújo et al., 2011) that results in niche

diversification (Bolnick et al., 2003; Svanbäck and Bolnick, 2005; Bolnick

et al., 2007). Although our study does not allow us to infer the

mechanism for population niche expansion in Pm III, microbiome

analyses provide evidence that such expansion arises through among-

individual diet variation (De Meester et al., in prep.). As part of future

work, we suggest to complement these results with stable isotope analysis

to confirm individual diet specialization in L. marina. The carbon and

nitrogen isotopic ratios are standard methods used to elucidate patterns

in food webs (Bearhop et al., 2004), such as intrapopulation variation in

feeding strategies (Estes et al., 2003; Gerardo Herrera et al., 2008).

Integrating different approaches may enhance our understanding of

population trophic niche expansion, particularly on the importance of

the dimensionality of individual niche variation (Ingram et al., 2018).

Nonetheless, the effects of intraspecific competition and food

diversity on the foraging strategies of L. marina can also vary

considerably between cryptic species. While Pm III exhibited food

preference only under high intraspecific competition, Pm IV

preferred a medium or highly diverse food source even under low

intraspecific competition. Diverse food sources may offer a more
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complete range of nutritional resources (‘balanced-diet hypothesis’)

(DeMott, 1998; Duffy, 2002). While it would have been more

informative if we were able to assess the nutritional quality of

each bacterial strain used in the experiments, our preliminary

analyses showed that the individual bacterial strains can support

nematode growth. Interestingly, when subjected to high

intraspecific competition, Pm IV preferred medium-diversity food

over both low and high-diversity food spots. Nematodes rely on

their neurosensory abilities in their food-search activities (Gaugler

and Bilgrami, 2004); such abilities may work best when there is

sufficient diversity of stimuli, but less optimal when a large number

of different stimuli must be “processed” (Guden et al., 2021).

In sharp contrast to Pm III and Pm IV, neither intraspecific

competition nor food diversity influenced the food preference of Pm

I. The latter consumes a wide diversity of bacterial strains, and is

probably a more generalist feeder compared to Pm III (Derycke et al.,

2016). This may explain why it did not exhibit food preferences

regardless of competition regimes, and suggests that food diversity

may be less biologically important for generalist species as also

observed in the tetra fish Astyanax lacustris (Costa-Pereira et al., 2017).
4.2 Food diversity can mitigate the effects
of intraspecific competition on population
fitness of L. marina

Resource competition dramatically impacts multiple aspects of

population fitness (Parent et al., 2014; Evangelista et al., 2020). Here,

we show that intraspecific competition has negative effects on different

life-history characteristics of L. marina, but these fitness effects can be

mitigated by food diversity. Under high intraspecific competition, we

observed enhanced population growth of all cryptic species at a more

diverse food source (Figure 5). These results are striking because the

different replicates of each diversity treatment had different

combinations of bacterial strains, which highlight the importance of

diversity effect over strain effect. Specifically, we observed that Pm I and

Pm IV had the highest adult population growth in high-diversity food

among all food-diversity treatments under high intraspecific
TABLE 2 Continued

Effect Pm I Pm III Pm IV

(C) Total Fecundity

regardless of
food diversity

regardless of
food diversity

Food diversity – +
L, H > E, M
regardless
of competition

(D) Adult Population Growth

Competition
× food diversity

+
LC: L, M, H > E
HC: H > M, L > E

+
LC: E > L > H > M
HC: H, M > E, L

+
LC: L > E, M, H
HC: H > M, L, E
LC, low intraspecific competition; HC, high intraspecific competition.
E, E. coli; L, low-diversity food; M, medium-diversity food; H, high-diversity food.
(+): significant effect; (-): no significant effect.
(>): significantly higher; (,): no significant difference between food-diversity treatments.
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competition, while Pm III performed equally well in high- andmedium-

diversity food. The high adult population abundance of Pm III and Pm

IV in the high-diversity food treatment corresponded with the fast

juvenile maturation (Figure 3) of both cryptic species in this food source

under high intraspecific competition. These results support population

niche expansion through increased individual specialization as a

response to alleviate intraspecific competition in L. marina (De

Meester et al., in prep.), which can provide more scope for

intraspecific complementarity (Araújo et al., 2011; Hausch et al.,

2018). Furthermore, the fitness performance of Pm III and Pm IV in

a more diverse food source also coincided with the food preferences of

both cryptic species in the presence of high intraspecific competition

(Figure 2). This is in accordance with a wide variety of empirical

evidence supporting the preference-performance hypothesis, which

demonstrates that animals tend to feed optimally by choosing

resources that maximize offspring performance (Gripenberg et al., 2010).

The beneficial effect of a more diverse food source on adult

population abundances of L. marina did not result from a higher

fecundity on a more diverse diet, but rather from a faster development.

Indeed, Pm I and Pm III exhibited lower fecundity under high

intraspecific competition than under low competition regardless of food

diversity, while the fecundity of Pm IV did not differ between food-

diversity treatments in the high-intraspecific competition regime

(Figure 4). Both Pm III and Pm IV may invest less energy in

reproduction with increasing intraspecific competition, and instead

maximize their energy intake by finding their preferred food and by

increasing population growth through faster juvenile maturation, as

predicted by optimal foraging theory (Stephens and Krebs, 1986; Sih

and Christensen, 2001). Reproduction is costly, both in terms of energy

(Stevenson and Bryant, 2000) and fitness (Visser and Lessells, 2001). In

Pm I, intraspecific competition had pronounced negative effects both on

juvenilematuration (Figure 3) and fecundity (Figure 4) regardless of food-

diversity treatments. In addition, Pm I did not exhibit differences in taxis

to food between food-diversity treatments (Figure 2); such lack of

preference may indicate nonoptimal feeding (Parent et al., 2014) that

might have impacted the ability of Pm I to cope with intraspecific

competition. In order to escape intraspecific competition, Pm I may

instead invest their energy on dispersal (which can be triggered by

intraspecific competition, DeMeester et al., 2015a), particularly in quickly

dispersing to patches with a more diverse food (Guden et al., in prep.).
4.3 Do neutral or niche-based mechanisms
underlie the coexistence of
cryptic species?

The present study confirms that there is strong intraspecific

competition in L. marina, which affects foraging behavior and

population dynamics of the cryptic species. We also demonstrate that

the effects of food diversity on the foraging behavior and fitness of the

cryptic species can alter the outcome of intraspecific competition. The

differential response of L. marina in relation to intraspecific competition

can be a mechanism of niche differentiation between the cryptic species,

which may allow them to coexist in the field. Our previous study

showing that food diversity also has a significant effect on the

interspecific interactions of L. marina further supports the crucial role
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of food diversity in community dynamics and coexistence of L.marina in

the field (Guden et al., 2021). L. marina lives on both living and decaying

macro-algae in the littoral zone, a highly heterogeneous environment

with abiotic and biotic conditions that fluctuate at different spatial and

temporal scales (Moens and Vincx, 2000a, b). The microbial biofilms

attached on the surfaces of macro-algae are the most important food

sources for L. marina, but these bacterial communities differ between

algal species and vary temporally (Lachnit et al., 2011). In addition,

bacterial communities may vary between two nearby algal patches, and

even between different algal structures. For instance, we found distinct

microhabitat preferences between the cryptic species of L. marina, which

may be associated with the differences in bacterial communities between

microhabitats (Guden et al., 2018). Furthermore, the ‘lifespan’ of macro-

algae may also likely affect the composition of bacterial communities:

when an algal plant dies or when decomposing algae deteriorates,

temporal variability in bacterial community composition is formed,

which in turn, may change the availability and/or quality of resources

for nematodes (De Meester, 2016). Hence, in the ephemeral habitat

where L. marina lives, with rapid changes in abiotic regimes and biotic

interactions (Moens and Vincx, 2000a, b), species coexistence may thus

be mediated among other things by resource diversity.

Our findings are all the more relevant because the strong

intraspecific competition in L. marina suggests that neutral dynamics

may also play a role in the co-occurrence of the different cryptic species in

the field. Neutral theory postulates ecological equivalence among

competing species, and proposes that species can coexist for extended

periods of time as their relative abundances change through a completely

stochastic drift process (Bell, 2001; Hubbell, 2006). Coexistence will

therefore be dependent on neutral dynamics if species differences are

minimal and/or if intraspecific competition is as high as, or higher than

interspecific competition (Chesson, 2000; McPeek, 2005; Leibold and

McPeek, 2006). In this respect, intraspecific variation is expected to break

down competitive hierarchies, making competitive exclusion less likely or

less rapid (Hubbell, 2006; Fridley et al., 2007). While the different cryptic

species of L. marina exhibit ecological- and functional-trait differences

(DeMeester et al., 2011, DeMeester et al., 2012; DeMeester et al., 2015a,

b, De Meester et al., 2016; Guden et al., 2018, Guden et al., 2021), which

provide support for niche differentiation as a driver of species

coexistence, a competitive intransitive network (i.e., non-hierarchical

competition) likely exists in L. marina (De Meester, 2016). Such

competitive intransitivity indicates that there is no single best

competitor, which can slow down the process of competitive exclusion

and make neutral processes more important (Laird and Schamp, 2006,

2008; Soliveres and Allan, 2018). To confirm this, investigating the

relative strength of intra- and interspecific competition between the

cryptic species of L. marina is necessary for future studies. If intraspecific

competition is as high as, or higher than interspecific competition, then

coexistence will also be dependent on neutral dynamics (Chesson, 2000;

McPeek, 2005; Leibold and McPeek, 2006).

While the current study has broadened our understanding on

diversity maintenance in ecological communities, we do acknowledge

certain methodological limitations of our work. First, our findings are

based on experiments conducted in laboratory conditions using

microcosms with a limited number of replicates. Complex and

heterogeneous natural ecosystems can be simplified and simulated

using microcosms (Cao et al., 2021), but insights using this approach
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may not entirely reflect larger scale processes in the real world (Benton

et al., 2007). Therefore, caution is due when extrapolating our findings

to field conditions. Nevertheless, while microcosms do not mirror

nature, they can deepen our understanding of natural processes by

which we can develop and test ecological theories and gain knowledge

on how species coexist in the field (Fraser, 1999; Benton et al., 2007). A

second limitation is the level of resource diversity used in our

experimental work. In nature, the different cryptic species of

L. marina are definitely exposed to a much higher diversity of

resources than what was used in our study, and as such they may

respond differently. Although we can never fully mimic the diversity of

resources in the real world, our study reveals that resource diversity

plays an important role on the behavior and interactions of different

cryptic species, and thus may mediate their coexistence in the field.

5 Conclusion

Our study provides empirical evidence that food diversity can

alleviate intraspecific competition in L. marina through its effects on

food preference and fitness performance, but the response of

nematodes can also vary considerably between cryptic species.

L. marina is capable of adopting their food preference depending on

intraspecific competition and food diversity. High intraspecific

competition drives stronger selection for a more diverse food source

in Pm III and Pm IV, while Pm I lacks food preference regardless of

competition regimes and food diversity. Despite the species-specific

differences in food preference, all cryptic species exhibit enhanced adult

population growth on a more diverse food source under high

intraspecific competition, which may reflect population niche

expansion through individual diet specialization. The effects of food

diversity on foraging behavior and fitness of L. marina, which alters the

outcome of intraspecific competition, suggests that food diversity plays

an important role in species distribution, population dynamics, and

diversity maintenance in ecological communities.
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